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Introduction
Welcome to these guidelines for the use of social media within the United
Reformed Church. They have been written to provide encouragement and
guidance in the wise and appropriate use of social media so that it can enhance
the community and outreach of the Church. These tools offer us new ways to
communicate the Gospel, and our faith journeys, in a public space – but they
also remind us that it is a public space and that rules and etiquette apply here
as much as anywhere!
Social media is the umbrella term used to describe websites and applications
that allow users to share content (that is words, images and web links) with
others and/or to participate in social networking. The best known platforms
are facebook, twitter and YouTube, but the term – and these guidelines – also
cover online forums and blogs as well as less well-known applications such as
blipfoto, pinterest and flickr.
We invite and encourage churches and members to explore, adopt and utilise
these exciting platforms for communicating and sharing the Gospel. When
used well, social media applications are effective communications tools,
clearly benefitting the Church by providing an online space for conversations,
wider exploration, learning and discussion on issues of faith, church and
society – and offering opportunities for forming and deepening relationships
locally and globally.
We offer this guidance paper to encourage more people within the United
Reformed Church to engage with social media – and to use it effectively and
safely, understanding both the benefits and the potential dangers. Please
note that the official URC facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/
URCcommunications) and twitter feed (https://twitter.com/urcmedia) can
be used as useful resources for your own social media pages, for sharing all
the latest news and information from the URC.
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To summarise: These guidelines for the use of social media are intended both
to encourage the use of social media and to offer good practice guidance for
anyone with a representative role within the United Reformed Church (URC).
The guidelines are applicable across a range of uses: Church and synod social
media accounts, as well as the personal accounts of anyone publicly identified
with the denomination.
Gill Nichol
Head of communications
The United Reformed Church, February 2015
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Basic principles
1.

The golden rule: Remember you are a representative of the United
Reformed Church –therefore it is important that you are a responsible
ambassador for Christ, the Church and your part in it. In essence, if you
wouldn’t say it, in a loud voice, in your local pub on a Saturday night,
wearing your dog collar or a very big badge saying: ‘I’m a member of the
United Reformed Church’ then don’t say it online. Please.

2.

If you have any known public role within the United Reformed Church
(elder, member, minister of Word and Sacraments ...) then, when you
post, you are posting as a representative of the United Reformed
Church. This applies whether you’re posting in an official capacity on a
church account or on your personal account – you are representing the
denomination and cannot hide behind statements made on personal
social media accounts. What you say privately (and social media is far
from being a private forum!) will reflect on you and the denomination.

3.

Although it may appear that the internet has little or no regulation, all
content is subject to the same laws that apply in the ‘real’ world. You are
completely responsible for the things you post and so could fall foul of
the laws relating to libel and defamation.

4.

There is an internet code of conduct. Although not an exclusive list,
some specific examples of legally prohibited social media conduct
include: Posting commentary, content or images that are defamatory,
pornographic, proprietary, harassing, libellous, or any material that could
be seen to create a hostile environment.

5.

It is important to remember that any content you post to social media
could attract wider media interest – so be prepared for additional
publicity, both positive and negative. If you do receive media interest
(hopefully positive interest because you have posted some good news
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about local church life on a social media platform) then do feel free to
contact the URC’s central press and media office for advice, if you feel
you need it. If you have posted something that attracts negative media
interest, you should contact the URC’s central press and media office for
advice. Call the switchboard on 020 7916 2020 and ask for the press and
media office.
6.

Social media is fast-paced and if you do decide to enter the arena, then
stay present and active – monitor your output, keep it fresh and up-todate, and regularly review information about your church. Aim to post/
update content regularly to encourage people to engage with what
you are posting, to whet their appetites and to keep them coming back
for more. If you really want to make a splash with social media and find
your church has a lot to say, then you might want to explore applications
such as hootsuite https://hootsuite.com/ that allow you to set up social
media content (on both facebook and twitter) in advance. Hootsuite is
a particularly useful tool if you don’t have the time to do daily updates
but do want to stay engaged; it allows you to plan ahead – sending out
prayers, news and reflections to go out at set times. It is a particularly
useful tool for planning social media activity if your church is having a
mini campaign on a specific topic, or wanting to post prayers every day
during Advent or Lent etc.

7.

It is important that you separate your personal social media account(s)
from the ‘official’ church account(s).

8.

Double check your privacy settings on social media platforms. Be aware
that facebook is particularly prone (especially during updates) for
resetting or creating new options for privacy. There are privacy policies
and settings on each platform, including explanations of the different
levels of privacy. When you post, bear in mind what effect your levels of
privacy will have on who will – or could – see your post.
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Some dos and don’ts
Do:

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Do appoint at least two people to monitor and manage your church’s
social media accounts. We recommend that, where possible, these
‘account managers’ include the minister and an elder. If you have a
communications officer they would be a natural choice. Remember
that anyone with access to the account(s) becomes the ‘public voice’ of
your church – so take great care to choose trustworthy individuals who
understand the power of social media, who can post with authority and
who are able to respond quickly and appropriately to any comments.
(See the ‘Don’t’ section for more information).
Do use a code of conduct on your facebook page; setting out what
you feel is appropriate facebook behaviour. You can see the URC
Communications facebook code here: https://www.facebook.com/
URCcommunications/info – you are welcome to adapt this for your use.
Do use an organisation facebook page (as opposed to a personal one)
as this will make it very clear that you are an organisation and it will also
allow you to better manage your output and interaction.
Do be respectful of theological viewpoints you do not agree with. Public
slanging matches between Christians are never a good thing.
Do respond to queries quickly – you might find that newcomers to your
area are looking for a place to worship. Be welcoming.
Do be credible, fair and honest.
Do respect the privacy of your congregation. Discussion of pastoral care
in relation to individuals not only contravenes data protection but, for
ministers and church employees, could become a disciplinary matter.
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•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Do make sure you have the child’s agreement and the written
permission of parents/guardians when posting photographs of
children to church social media sites. See section on ‘Using images
of children’ for more information. (Please note: Good Practice 4 – the
United Reformed Church’s safeguarding handbook – is currently
being updated and, as soon as it is available, the online version of
these guidelines will link to it).
Do use social media to share good news of church life and
congregation members – first checking that the particular person/
people involved is/are happy for the news of their engagement/
pregnancy/marriage/anniversary/recovery from illness etc to become
public. Before posting ask yourself: ‘Is this my story to tell?’ And if it’s
not, then ask permission first!
Do post or share (on facebook) and/or retweet (on twitter)
appropriate stories, reflections, prayers marking key events in the
Christian calendar/ life of the denomination etc. All posts on the
URC Communications facebook page/twitter account can be
freely shared and retweeted.
Do monitor church community group pages on sites such as
facebook – take care to quickly remove posts by others that are
visibly offensive, threatening or indicative of bullying.
Do stay within the legal framework and make yourself aware of
safeguarding issues; respect copyright, libel and defamation and
data protection laws.
Do bear in mind that what you post has the potential to be
misinterpreted or misread: Emotions and attitudes are hard to
convey in print – so be careful how you phrase things.
Do be patient. Rome was not built in a day – it takes time to build a
following on social media.
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•
•

Do expect to get better at it as you go on – check out what others are
posting and tweeting, see what works and feel free to try similar things
yourself.
Relax. Enjoy the journey. It’s just a conversation and shouldn’t be a chore.
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Don’t:

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Don’t respond censoriously to every little remark just because you don’t
like it! Take a judgement call between someone who is expressing a
view that you or your church doesn’t hold and someone who is writing
abusive comments.
Never make any comments that could be considered racist, sexist, or
homophobic, or engage in any other conduct that would be considered
unacceptable in a Christian environment or work place of the United
Reformed Church.
Never engage with posters who are being deliberately hateful. Remove
the post. (It’s helpful to have the code of conduct on your facebook page,
which spells out the type of posts that will be removed.)
Don’t neglect the wider community who may be genuinely interested in
your church or new to the area and looking for their next place of worship.
Don’t gossip or engage in conversations about personal/pastoral matters
that directly relate to individuals. Do not disguise gossip as ‘prayer points’.
If it’s not your story to tell, then don’t tell it! Remember that there are
data protection and safeguarding considerations, and that anything
published online is subject to libel laws.
Don’t engage in verbal aggression via social media; it’s ugly and has no
place on a social media site run by a church. Would Christ say it? No?
Then please don’t either. You can correct misinformation but do it with
grace. Remember, people are entitled to their opinions – but they are not
entitled to share abusive or derogatory opinions and comments on your
church’s facebook page!
Don’t expect overnight success – social media is all about building
relationships. And that takes time.
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A word about safeguarding
Since the Data Protection Act 1998, organisations must take care how they
take and use photographs or film footage of people. This does not mean that
pictures should not be taken or that filming should be prohibited. However,
certain protocols should be followed in order to comply with the legislation,
and in order to safeguard children and young people.
Using images of children: Ensure that you ask the permission of the child/
parent/carer before taking pictures/videos of children and ensure that the
parent/carer signs consent forms. It is advisable to use group photographs of
children rather than individuals. When captioning photos/videos of children,
do not include any personal details about them, including their names.
‘Friending’ children on social media: At the time of writing the United
Reformed Church has no overarching policy about individuals using their
personal facebook pages to communicate with young people, however we
strongly recommend that, wherever possible, links between young people
and adults are only made on a church or youth group organisational page and
not a personal page. You should be aware of the following disadvantages and
risks of using a personal facebook page:

•
•
•
•

Lack of privacy: Always having to be careful what is shared online
with ‘friends’
Blurring of boundaries: The role of a church worker shifts from being a
role model/mentor/advice-giver to being a more ‘equal friend’
Information on a personal profile can be used against the worker, for
example, through teasing and bullying.
Some social media websites/applications have restrictions on the
minimum age of users – do not ignore these. (For example, facebook
users must be at least 13 years old.)

Having pointed out some potential pitfalls, we do acknowledge that, in
some congregations, young people (those under 18 years old) play a very
prominent role in the life of the church.
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And not forgetting copyright
It is important that you do not use content that is subject to copyright. Please
take great care in all that you publish – and never publish items that you don’t
have permission to publish (e.g. poems, prose extracts, song/hymn lyrics). If
you do want to publish something that’s protected by copyright, please seek
written (or emailed) permission from the copyright holder before you post it
on your church website or print it in your newsletter.
Don’t download images from the web and assume it will be ok, it almost
certainly won’t be! A good place for free images with no or little copyright
stipulations is www.flickr.com
Select the ‘advanced search’ option, and search in the ‘Creative Commonslicensed content’ section. Do acknowledge the photographer/artist, even
when the image is copyright free. And, of course, you can always take your
own photos!
The Christian Copyright Licensing International (CCLI) website (http://ccli.
co.uk/copyright/) is an excellent source of information on copyright law.
Ideas to get you started

•

•

If you don’t have a church website, or are looking for an easy-to-use
alternative, an organisational facebook page could be the answer. Such
a page could be used to promote your church, give information on
service times, events etc and is really easy to update. (And, if you do
have a website, remember that facebook and twitter can also be run in
conjunction with it. You can set up social media tools to automatically
feed your social media posts to your site – and you can also direct people
to your website via your social media posts.
Get on facebook and twitter and report on your community and
outreach projects.
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•

•
•

Post videos of your services to YouTube for everyone to see. If these
videos include any images of children/young people, please ensure that
you have the written consent of a parent/carer. Also remember that if
the clip includes any music you will require a licence from PRS for Music
(prsformusic.com) and direct permission from the copyright owner if
you show the song/hymn words – please check with CCLI.
Use a photo-sharing application like Flickr to post a selection of good
quality photos of church life (ensuring that you have written parental/
carer permission for publishing photos with children in them).
Share any good news on facebook and twitter – and you will start to
build a following and develop relationships.

If you do not have a church website or are looking to improve your current
church website then you might like to consider the iChurch website offer
developed by the URC’s Windermere Centre. (http://ichurch.urc.org.uk/)

•

Use facebook or twitter to start a discussion about a particular topic or
issue at the church or your activities. Remember, social media offers twoway communication (so be prepared for positive and negative feedback
– and respond to comments and queries quickly).
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General terms
Applications/platforms: Websites and mobile-phone operated programs.
Post: This term is both a verb and a noun; it is both the process and the
product of sharing/publishing content using online platforms.
Profile: The public-facing page of a social media website.
Sharing: The process of sharing a status, image or article from a social media
account that is not your own; this is usually done by clicking a ‘share’ button/
icon. Shared content will be displayed to all of your friends.

Facebook specific terms
Friending: The process of adding an individual as a friend on facebook.
Depending on your settings, and the other person’s settings, being a friend
allows both parties to see each other’s posts, write on each other’s facebook
timelines and share links, videos and images.
Liking: The process of giving a virtual ‘thumbs up’ by clicking the ‘like’ button
(indicated by a ‘thumbs up’ icon), showing that you approve of someone’s
facebook status, image or comment. This term is specific to facebook
timelines. Be careful about liking – it’s not always appropriate. For example,
don’t ‘like’ content about sensitive issues including illness or bereavement.
Organisation page: This is a facebook-specific term describing one of the
types of page that facebook allows its user to create. A page that is labelled as
an organisation page has useful features including easy ways for more than
one person to monitor/manage/edit the page activity.
Tag: You can ‘tag’ a facebook friend in your post. Tagging indicates that the
post/image is connected in some way with them – perhaps because you and
they are in a photo together, or were at an event together. The friend will be
notified of the tag.
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Twitter specific terms:
Favouriting: The twitter version of a facebook ‘like’
Hashtags (#XYZ): Hashtags are a way of signposting topics and themes on
twitter. For example, you can search for hashtags to see if any twitter users
are talking about the same topic, as well as use them yourself to contribute
to a discussion or about an event. #URCGA14 was used for General
Assembly, and enabled the communications department to monitor the
tweets about General Assembly and find out what people were up to in
the different sessions as well as allowing others to easily follow all General
Assembly news.
Twitter handle: Similar to your name on facebook, you choose your ‘handle’
when you create your account and it is always preceded by an @ – and
allows people to communicate directly with you. The URC communication
twitter handle is @urcmedia.
Mention (@): You can ‘mention’ someone in a tweet by placing their handle
after the @. The person or organisation mentioned will be notified of the
tweet. You can use this feature to draw someone’s attention to a tweet, or
simply to say you were with him or her at the time of the tweet (e.g. “Just at
the cinema with @jo_bloggs)
Retweet (RT): This word is used both as a verb and a noun; it is both the
process and the product of sharing someone else’s twitter post to your
followers/twitter feed by pressing the ‘retweet’ button. The retweeted post
will be published on your own twitter feed.
Tweet: Similar to a facebook status, you have 140 characters to convey your
message. Images and videos can be added to tweets.

These social media guidelines for the United Reformed Church are intended to
both encourage the use of social media and offer good practice guidance for
anyone with a representative role within the denomination.
They are applicable across a range of uses: local church and Synod social media
accounts, as well as the personal accounts of anyone publically identified with
the denomination.
The guidelines were written by staff from the URC’s communications
department and ratified by Mission Council in November 2014.
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